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VIOLATION REMEDY TIME PERIOD

Marine Mammal Protection Act

Failure to display MMPA annual decal Display/affix MMPA decal 30 days

Failure to have MMPA incidental take Authorization Certificate
(or copy) on board vessel operating in Category I or II fishery

Carry MMPA Authorization Certificate
(or copy) on board

30 days

Lacey Act Amendments of 1981

Inadequate or improper markings on containers Properly mark containers and packages 30 days

High Seas Fishing Compliance Act of 1995

Failure to apply for a vessel permit Apply for a vessel permit 30 days

Northern Pacific Halibut Fishery

License violations - Fishing for halibut without and IPHC
halibut license

Obtain license 30 days 

License violations - Failure to carry IPHC license on board Carry license 30 days 

Reporting violations - Failure to maintain IPHC logbook(s) -- 
50 C.F.R. § 301.15

Correct/add accurate entries 30 days

Reporting violations - Failure to record IPHC license number on
state fish ticket

Record IPHC license number on fish
ticket

30 days 

Gear violations - Failure to comply with gear marking
requirements

Mark gear 30 days 
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West Coast Groundfish Fishery

Falsify or fail to affix and maintain vessel and gear markings as
required by regulation.

Failure to affix or maintain: Affix and maintain vessel markings. 

See Also, Summary Settlement Schedule

21 days

Fish for groundfish using unauthorized gear, or in violation or
under an EFP

Minor chafing gear violations: Correct chafing gear to comply with
regulations.

Before next 
fishing set

Fail to carry onboard a vessel that vessel’s limited entry permit,
if required.

Carry limited entry permit aboard vessel. Before next 
fishing trip

Carry on board a vessel, limited entry gear when the limited
entry fishery for that gear is closed.

Remove prohibited gear from vessel. Before next 
fishing trip


